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Beekeeping Safety
Keeping bees is a fascinating activity, and like most activities,
there are a few things you need to know to keep bees in a way
that is safe and enjoyable.
There are three main risks specific to beekeeping:
1. Bee stings
2. Burns and fire hazards from the use of your smoker
3. Injuries from lifting and moving your hive
Prevention is always better than cure, so here are some
guidelines to assist you to keep bees safely, plus information
about what action to take if things go wrong.

DISCLAIMERS
The following information by Accredited First Aid is general
in nature and does not constitute advice or assumption
of liability. It is an introduction to safety matters but is not
exhaustive. We attempt to ensure the information is current
but do not guarantee currency. Users remain entirely
responsible for their own safety, and release the publishers and
sponsors from liability to the maximum extent permitted by
law. It is intended only for keepers of small apiaries in a noncommercial setting. Please check the regulations, legislation
and safety advice applicable to your region.
First Aid guidelines listed here for allergies and anaphylaxis to
bee stings are from the ASCIA (Australasian Society for Clinical
Immunology and Allergy) website. Similarly, the treatment
stated for burns is as per ANZCOR (Australian and New Zealand
Committee on Resuscitation) guidelines. If you do not reside in
Australia or New Zealand, please check your country’s allergy,
anaphylaxis and burns treatment guidelines.

WARNINGS
• If you have a diagnosed severe allergic reaction (anaphylaxis) to bee stings, it is strongly recommended that
you do not keep bees.
• If you have suffered an allergic reaction to bee stings previously, please consult with your doctor before
considering beekeeping. Further stings have the potential to be life threatening as allergic reactions may be
cumulative.
• It is strongly recommended that you complete a First Aid course, including anaphylaxis and CPR training before
you begin beekeeping.
• It is also suggested that you join a local beekeeping club to keep up to date with best practice, and to become
proficient at the tasks involved.
• Consider carrying an adrenaline auto-injector such as an Epipen, or your country’s equivalent, at all times whilst
bee- keeping, regardless of your history of allergic reactions.
• We recommend that you conduct your beekeeping activities with a friend.
• It is also recommended that all beekeepers print out and display an Anaphylaxis Action Plan near their hives.

© Accredited First Aid, 2016
All rights reserved.
Reproduction or communication
in any form is prohibited without
express prior written permission
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Bee Sting First Aid
Bee stings are an inevitable part of beekeeping, but there are
some steps you can take to try and reduce the risk of stings.

The following suggestions will not guarantee that you will not
be stung, bees can and will sting through protective clothing
and despite any preventive steps, they are intended only to
reduce your risk.

BEE STING PREVENTION
DO

DON’T

• Wear protective clothing1 including shoes and be aware
of bee sting risks away from the hive, for example when
walking over clover or other flowing ground plants.

• Don’t wear dark, brightly coloured or woolen clothing.

• Always have someone with you when working with your
bees, if something goes wrong they can help you.
• When purchasing bees consider temperaments of
different strains of bee. Spend time getting to know your
bees, and learning from your beekeeping club how to
recognise signs of aggression.
• Ensure watches, rings etc. are removed or covered.
• Wear a protective veil while beekeeping, ensuring that
the veil isn’t brushing against your face.

• Don’t work with your bees when you are alone.
• Don’t become complacent around bees, even those
you know well as they all bees can become aggressive
unexpectedly.
• Don’t wear perfume, strong deodorants, aftershaves or
hairspray and remain clean of animal and fuel odours.
• Don’t place your hive in areas that require regular
mowing, or are close to regular use of power tools or
machinery.

• Tie up and tuck away long hair to prevent bees becoming
entangled.

• Don’t place your hive near public thoroughfares, schools,
playgrounds or other people/animal-filled areas. Consider
bee flight paths when placing your hive, including that
they will be attracted to lights at night.

• Inform neighbors when you are considering installing a
hive, and when you are opening and harvesting your hive.

• Don’t tend your hive in very cold, rainy or windy
conditions.

• Tend to your hive on warm, still sunny days.

• Don’t leave open sweet drinks and canned beverages
near hives- check them before drinking.

• Ensure your bees have a constant supply of fresh water
close by.
• Use slow, considered movements around bees.
• Join a beekeeping club, particularly if you are a
beginnner, to be supervised by experienced beekeepers.
• Always have a mobile phone with you in case of medical
or fire emergency. Do not hesitate to call your country’s
emergency phone number.
• Use a bee brush or similar equipment to move bees off
frames or equipment

• Try to not squash bees. This may encourage other bees to
sting.
• Don’t allow children, pets or livestock near the hive.
Consider fencing off your hives.
• Don’t become complacent. Anaphylaxis, although
relatively rare, can be sudden, unexpected and lifethreatening.
• Don’t blow bees off equipment or breathe heavily.

IF YOU ARE STUNG BY A BEE
• Remove yourself from the vicinity of the hive.

• Oral antihistamines may assist with the itch if it is persistent.

• Remove the stinger. Pulling the stinger out may squeeze more
venom in, so scraping the stinger out is the preferred method.
Fingernails, a car key, a credit card or similar can be used. It is
preferable to remove the stinger within 30 seconds of being
stung. Apply a cold pack wrapped in a cloth to the sting site.

• If you have an adrenaline auto-injector (such as an Epipen)
you should locate it in case your symptoms worsen.
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A properly fitted beekeeping suit with protective veil is your best protection against stings. You should:

• place the cuffs of your beekeeping suit over your socks, ensuring the
legs of your beekeeping suit cover your ankles when you bend over,
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• Be aware that antihistamines will not prevent or treat
anaphylaxis, the most severe form of allergy (see next
page). The ONLY pre-hospital treatment for anaphylaxis
is adrenaline.
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• wear long gloves, placing the cuffs of the suit over the gloves to
prevent bees crawling into any gaps, and
• wear boots or closed in shoes with sock protectors.

NORMAL TO SEVERE REACTIONS TO BEE STINGS
When stung by a bee, the vast majority of people experience a
normal reaction immediately following the sting.
Some people may experience mild to moderate symptoms that
develop immediately or over several days following the sting. Very
large and uncomfortable areas may sometimes need medical
attention and anti-inflammatory tablets to settle the swelling.

A small proportion of the population experience a severe
allergic (anaphylactic) reaction to bee stings. These reactions
usually happen within seconds to minutes; but in some,
(rarely), cases can also occur up to several hours after the sting.

NORMAL

MILD TO MODERATE

SEVERE (ANAPHYLACTIC)

• Some pain

• Persistent or spreading pain

• Abdominal pain or vomiting

• Redness

• Persistent or spreading redness

• Difficult or noisy breathing

• Itching at the site

• Persistent or spreading itching

• Swelling of the tongue

• Swelling at the site

• Persistent or spreading swelling

• Swelling or tightness in throat

• Large or uncomfortable areas of
pain, redness, itching or swelling

• Wheeze or persistent cough

• Ongoing symptoms over several
days.

• Difficulty talking or swallowing
and/or hoarse voice
• Persistent dizziness or collapse
• In young children, becoming pale
and floppy

WHAT IS ANAPHYLAXIS?
Anaphylaxis is the most severe form of allergy and is a lifethreatening medical emergency in which the person’s
tongue and other parts of the airway may swell up, breathing
may become difficult or in the worst cases, the person may
stop breathing altogether. Anaphylaxis may also result in a
dangerous drop in blood pressure.

Anaphylaxis treatment - follow these steps in order:
1. Move away from the vicinity of the hive.
2. Remove the sting as quickly as possible.
3. Lay down flat or sit, do not walk or stand.

• Abdominal pain or vomiting

4. Administer an adrenaline auto-injector without delay. This
can be self-administered however another person may
administer it if required. If in doubt, always administer the
adrenaline auto-injector.

• Difficult or noisy breathing

5. Phone emergency services and request an ambulance.

• Swelling of the tongue

6. Phone family/emergency contact.

• Swelling or tightness in throat

7. Further adrenaline doses may be given if no response to the
first dose, after 5 minutes (if available).

Anaphylaxis to bee stings may include ANY ONE of the
following and requires immediate treatment with adrenaline:

• Wheeze or persistent cough
• Difficulty talking or swallowing and/or hoarse voice
• Persistent dizziness or collapse
• In young children, becoming pale and floppy

8. If you are responding to an anaphylactic episode in someone
else and they become unconscious or stop breathing
properly at any stage, perform CPR.
9. Transport by ambulance to hospital for at least 4 hours of
observation.

If you are unsure if you are having an asthma attack or an
anaphylactic episode, always administer the adrenaline
auto- injector first, followed by the asthma reliever.
If there is no adrenaline auto injector present, follow other
steps above and call an ambulance immediately.

It is recommended that all beekeepers print out and display an Anaphylaxis Action Plan near their hives.
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Safe Use of Smokers
Smokers are used during beekeeping. Smoke stimulates the bees
to gorge on nectar, so they are less likely to act defensively and
can be handled more easily. Smokers, like any live flame, can

cause burns or start a fire. The following safety suggestions should
be adhered to in order to reduce the risk of fire and burns.

FIRE PREVENTION:
DO

DON’T

• Complete a beekeeping course to ensure competence
and safety in operating a smoker. These courses can also
advise which fuels to use and which to avoid.

• Don’t forget that respiratory conditions such as Asthma
may be triggered by the use of a smoker. Carry any
prescribed medications with you when operating the
smoker and keep your face away from the smoke.

• Know the status of local fire bans, restrictions and fire
danger periods, as well as regulations covering use of bee
smokers during these times.
• Do have plenty of water on hand, or a fire extinguisher, or
both (this may be compulsory in some areas- be sure to
know your local requirements)
• Fire box: It is highly recommended that you carry your
smoker in a metal container with a handle. Army disposal
ammunition containers are good but a metal bucket will
also do the job. Light the smoker inside the box. When you
put the smoker down or move it, do it inside the box. This
is the simplest way to avoid kicking the smoker over, getting
a burn or starting a fire, and it saves time too - once you’re
in the habit, you will always know where your smoker is.

• Don’t light your smoker near combustible material (have
at least a 3 meter cleared area)
• Don’t use the smoker in strong winds.
• Do not set the smoker down in long grass, leaf litter or
any other flammable material.
• Don’t become complacent. Fires can get out of control
quickly

• Do empty the fuel and ash into a bucket of water when
finished, ensuring the smoker has been completely
emptied and all contents thoroughly soaked.

BURN PREVENTION:
DO

DON’T

• Wear gloves and pick the smoker up by the bellows.

• Don’t have the hot barrel of the smoker close to you or
others at any time.

• Always have a mobile phone with you in case of medical
or fire emergency.

• Don’t hesitate to call your country’s emergency phone
number in the event of a fire.

IF YOU SUFFER A SKIN BURN
Skin burns may occur during beekeeping due to contact with
the live flame and heat of the smoker.

6. Cover the burn with a loose and light non-stick dressing, or
cling film.

Skin burn treatment - follow these steps in order:

7. Cover non affected areas and keep warm to prevent
hypothermia.

1. Ensure safety for yourself, rescuers and bystanders.

8. If it is possible and comfortable, elevate affected limbs.

2. Stop the burning process: Stop, Drop, Cover your face and
Roll; smother any flames with a fire- retardant blanket.

9. Seek medical assistance if required.

3. Immediately cool burns with cool running water for at least
20 minutes.
4. If possible, remove all rings, watches, jewellery or other
constricting items from the affected area without causing
further tissue damage.
5. Remove wet, non-adherent clothing.
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It is essential that you DO NOT:
• Peel off adherent clothing or burning substances.
• Use ice or iced water on burns.
• Break blisters.
• Apply any lotions, ointments, creams or powders (with the
exception of hydrogel in the absence of cool running water).

IF YOU SUFFER AN INHALATION BURN
Inhalation burns happen when an airway is too close to a
source of heat or flame. They are an emergency that warrant
an immediate call for an ambulance.
Inhalation burns must be assumed when ANY ONE of the
following symptoms appear:
• Burns to the face, nasal hairs, eyebrows or eyelashes
• Evidence of soot in the nose or mouth
• Coughing of black particles in saliva
• Hoarse voice and / or breaching difficulty

Do not assume you are stable following an inhalation injury
because you are still breathing, talking and able to get up.
In some cases, inhalation burns may take up to 24 hours to
develop. It is essential that medical treatment is sought if any
of these symptoms are present.
Inhalation burn treatment - follow these steps in order:
1. Remove yourself from danger and into the fresh air.
2. Do not lay down.
3. Look for the signs and symptoms of airway or inhalation
burns set out above.
4. If present call emergency services and request an
ambulance.
5. Use oxygen if it is available and you are trained to do so.

Safe Lifting
Beekeeping involves heavy lifting. The Flow™ system removes
the lifting associated with harvesting a hive. However, all

beekeepers (whether they use the Flow™ system or not) will
need to regularly remove supers to check on their brood boxes.

ERGONOMIC INJURY PREVENTION:
DO

DON’T

• Do position your hive up off the ground, (waist height
is ideal for safe lifting) It is also better for the bees as it
keeps the hive dry and safer from pests

• Don’t work on your hive without first assessing the weight
and ensuring that you can lift it. It is important to plan
ahead to minimise risks associated with heavy lifting. If
possible, undertake any lifting with another person and
onto a pre-prepared surface (some beekeepers use trestle
table legs) to minimise bending.

• Do consider asking for help with lifting or using
mechanical aids. Where possible, move your Super when
it is light (e.g. after you have harvested.) Beekeepers in
area of high pest or disease incidence will need to check
brood boxes on a weekly basis and be prepared or the
heavy lifting this will involve

• Don’t lift when you are tired, or in a hurry.
• Don’t reach forward to lift up a heavy load.
• Don’t lift, push or pull anything that is too heavy for you.

• Hold loads close to your body.

• Don’t lift loads from ground level.

• Do know your physical capabilities and how much you
are able to safely lift.

• Don’t twist your torso whilst lifting and carrying a heavy
load. Don’t lift heavy items when you are sitting down.

• Do have heavy loads positioned between waist and
shoulder height before lifting.
• Do: bend your knees, keep your abdominal muscles
tensed, your back straight, feet shoulder width apart and
use smooth, steady movements when lifting heavy loads.
• Do be aware that injury can be cumulative and chronic. Seek
appropriate medical help at the earliest possible stage.

IF YOU SUFFER AN INJURY FROM LIFTING OR MOVING YOUR EQUIPMENT
Manual handling injuries can result from either a single
awkward movement, or repeated unsafe movements over
time, so it is important to ensure that you maintain safe lifting
techniques.
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Signs and Symptoms of a soft tissue injury include:
•
•
•
•
•

Joint pain
Tenderness
Swelling
Weakness
A reduced range of movement

It is advisable to be assessed by a medical professional such as
a GP or physiotherapist as soon as possible if you sustain a soft
tissue injury whilst lifting.

Lifting injury - follow the ‘RICE’ steps in order:
1. Rest – rest in a relaxed position.
2. Ice – apply an ice pack to the affected area.
3. Compression – if the injury is to an arm or leg, apply a
compression bandage.
4. Elevation – if possible, elevate the affected area.

What Next?
Now that you have learned a little about bee sting first aid,
safe use of smokers and safe lifting it is strongly recommended
that you take the following steps before beginning your
beekeeping journey:
1. Download and keep your ASCIA action plan, or your
country’s equivalent, close to where you keep your bees.

8. Give this safety material to your partner, work colleagues,
kids, neighbours and any beekeeping buddies, you never
know when it could save a life.
Bee prepared, bee safe, and happy bee keeping!

2. Consider undertaking the free ASCIA anaphylaxis course
online, or find an equivalent in your country
3. Undertake First Aid training, including in anaphylaxis
response and CPR administration and undertake
regular updates.
4. Check the regulations, legislation and safety advice
applicable to your region
5. Contact and follow any recommendations from your local
fire authority each time you plan to use your smoker.
6. Talk to your doctor if you have any concerns about your
capacity to lift and inspect your hives.

www.accreditedfirstaid.com.au
info@accreditedfirstaid.com.au
facebook.com/AccreditedFirstAid/
Telephone 0404 047 313

7. Join your local beekeeping association and undertake
a beekeeping course to obtain general guidance on
beekeeping.

This safety information is produced by Accredited First Aid. We wish to thank our major sponsor www.honeyflow.com

